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TRANSCRIPTOME

ÅTwenty years ago, obtaining hundreds of bases 
of sequence information from a slab gel marked a 
productive day. 

ÅTen years ago, obtaining thousands of bases 
from a core facility was routine. 

ÅToday, RNA-seqcan reveal the identities of 
most RNA species inside a cell, providing tens to 
ƘǳƴŘǊŜŘǎ ƻŦ Ƴƛƭƭƛƻƴǎ ƻŦ ǎŜǉǳŜƴŎŜ ΨΨǊŜŀŘǎΩΩ ŀƴŘ 
information on billions of individual bases. 

ÅUsing this mass of data to gain valid insights, 
however, requires investing the time to develop a 
sophisticated understanding of bioinformatics 
and statistics. It is easy to initiate a project, but 
ƛǘ ƛǎ ŘƛŦŬŎǳƭǘ ǘƻ ƻōǘŀƛƴ ŀƴŘ ƛƴǘŜǊǇǊŜǘ Řŀǘŀ ǘƻ 
adequately answer experimental questions.



Generation of a sequencing library for RNA-seq 
analysis is a complex, multi-step process and a 

potential source of significant variation



OUTLINE

Brief introduction on transcriptome

Sample collection

RNA extraction methods and RNA quality assessment and 
quantification

Three case-studies

ωDiets and goat milk

ωStaphylococcus aureus, mastitis and pathogenicity

ωMastitis and effect on mammary gland in goats



RNA: Ribonucleic Acid
Types of RNA

ÅRibosomal RNA (rRNA): catalytic component 
of ribosomes (about 80-85%)

ÅTransfer RNA (tRNA): transfers amino acids 
to polypeptide chain at the ribosomal site of 
protein synthesis (about 15%)

ÅMessenger RNA (mRNA): carries information 
about a protein sequence to the ribosomes 
(about 5%)

Other regulatory types

ÅmiRNA, siRNA, snRNA, dsRNA, piRNAΧ



Transcriptome

ÅThe transcriptome is the set of all RNA produced 
in a cell (or population of cells)

ÅThe transcriptome of a cell varies over time and 
with environmental conditions

ÅThe mRNA transcripts reflect which genes are 
actively expressed

ÅMicroarray technology

ÅRNA-seq technology



Comparing Microarray and RNA-Seq

Wang, Zhong, Mark Gerstein, and Michael Snyder. "RNA-Seq: a revolutionary tool for 
transcriptomics." Nature Reviews Genetics10.1 (2009): 57-63.



Why use transcriptomesin biologicalresearch?

ÅEasy, accessibleway to see
and quantifygene 
expression
ÅImmediate access to the 

protein coding portion of the 
genome
ÅIdentifyalternative splicing
ÅIdentifySingle Nucleotide 

Polymorphisms(SNPs) in 
coding regions

ÅAbsenceof gene doesnot
meanit isnot presentin the 
genome
ÅDifficult to ensurethat you

havesampleda single cell
type
ÅStatistical analysisishighly

dependenton experimental
design



time/period/specifictreatment



Alternative splicing
CǊƻƳ ƻƴŜ ƎŜƴŜΧƳƻǊŜ Ƴwb!ǎ

9ŀŎƘ Ƴwb! Χ ƻƴŜ ǇǊƻǘŜƛƴ



Sampling design

Focus on: what is your researchquestion?

1) What tissue/sample to target
2) Homogeneoussampling
3) Replicatesςimportant to validate 

results



EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Replicates
Technical replicates: no neededwith RNA-seq(requiredwith 
Microarrays); usefulwhenthe goal is to compare the 
performance of competingsequencingtechnologies

Biologicalreplicates: at least3 replicatesneededfor statistical
power; usefulwhenthe goal is to investigate differences
betweentreatments

Batch effect: prepareand sequenceall libraries simultaneously
to avoidbatch effect (different flow cellare usuallyok)

The required number of replicates 
will vary greatly depending on the 

amount of biological variability 
associated with the samples of 

interest 



EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Pooling
YES: beforeor after sequencingfor more robust transcriptome

BUT: only if youhavemore pools for eachexperimentalcondition
(differentialexpressionisstatisticsand needsreplicates)

BUT: if youpool togetherbeforesequencingyouwill not be ableto 
excludesome biased/outlier sample



DuringǎŀƳǇƭƛƴƎ  Χ

ÅmRNAis fragile and unstableςsusceptibleto degradation
Åensureasepticconditionsςuse tubesand tools that are 

RNAse-free
Åcollectthe amount of tissuethat you need(some tissues

havehigh yields ςliver- othersgivelow yield - adipose)
Åstoragethe sample in stableconditions(ideallyat -80C)



Some techniques commonlyusedto stabiliseRNA
i. Processedimmediatelyafter harvest
ii. Snap freezing(liquid nitrogen) ςimmediate storage at -80°C
iii. RNAlaterΧ better for small sizedtissue; put samples at -20°C or -80°C
iv. Othercommercial products

most tissues, cultured cells, 
bacteria, and yeast



To set up the experiment

Unless interested in rRNA, itΩs always best to remove
Remember it makes up ~ 95% of the transcriptome

1. Choosethe RNA extraction protocol amongdifferent
choices

2. EnrichRNA transcripts: this process is most commonly 
carried out using poly-A-tailed mRNA selection (PA) or rRNA 
depletion (RD) to eliminate rRNAs that are naturally 
abundant in the sample and which would otherwise 
dominate the sequence data. 



Experimental and Practical considerations

However, both mainstream methods have 
their own advantagesand limitations:

Á poly(A) + RNA is the method ease of use 
and relatively low cost

Á Use Poly(A) enrichment if you are only 
interested in coding RNA. This is very 
common, but do not use if interested in 
non-coding RNA as well

Á If an RNA sample is partially degraded or 
the user is interested in noncoding 
RNAs, depletion of rRNAs is typically 
necessary



Martin J.A. and Wang Z., Nat. Rev. Genet. (2011) 12:671ï682

From RNA -> sequence data

RNA extraction organicor columnprotocols

Poly(A) enrichment or ribosomal RNA depletion



Martin J.A. and Wang Z., Nat. Rev. Genet. (2011) 12:671ï682

From RNA -> sequence data



Martin J.A. and Wang Z., Nat. Rev. Genet. (2011) 12:671ï682

From RNA -> sequence data

If both ends of the cDNAs are sequenced, then paired-end 
reads are generated, as shown here by dashed lines between 
the pairs. 


